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The proposed nuclear energetic installation is based on the use of electric generating
nuclear reactor with high specific energy issues, having high flux density of thermal
neutron more than OT >l,0.1013 cm"2.s'', with non-self maintained discharge lasers built-
in reactor core and reflector. The thermal ionic reactor-converter on fast neutrons with
beryllium reflector is particularly considered in this report [1].

Such installation will allow to obtain high-quality energy - coherent radiation, especially
CW laser radiation or laser radiation with high frequency of impulse replication and
provide respectively a high average level of power of laser radiation, important for
solution of practical problems. Moreover, non-self maintained discharge will allow to
pump a number of lasers in visible and ultra-violet (UV) ranges (for example, excimer on
XeF *), impossible for direct nuclear pumped lasers in pulsed nuclear reactors because of
rather long duration of pumping impulse. It's important that electrical energy and neutrons
needed for laser pumping will be produced in the same nuclear reactor.

To estimate lasers parameters of the nuclear - energetic installation scientific results of the
in-reactor diagnostics of nuclear - excited plasma, created by products of nuclear reaction
3He (n, p) 3H in gas laser mixtures, characteristics of non-self maintained discharge in
gas laser media and electric ionization CO2- , CO - lasers and electric discharge with
nuclear ionization excimer XeF * laser generations carried out by us earlier on the
Kazakhstan research nuclear reactor WWR-K (INP NNC RK).

Researches results of nuclear - excited plasma, created by nuclear reaction 3He (n,p)3H
products, and characteristics of non-self maintained discharge in gas CO- and CO2 -
laser media [2,3] show that the influence of a space charge to electrical current of the
discharge in plasma becomes non- essential, and discharge volt-ampere characteristics
has linear Om function at <I>T > 5.1012 cm"2.s~'. In this case it indicates the realization of
high current non-self maintained discharge - electric ionization method. The pumping
specific power equals to 0,5 kW.cm"3 for CO2- laser and 1 kW.cm"3 - for CO-laser.
Pumping specific energy is 300 JX'.amaga"1.

To define a possibility and work conditions of excimer lasers in nuclear reactor, plasma of
gas mixtures 3He-Xe-NF3, produced by products of nuclear reaction 3He (n, p) 3H [4] was
investigated. References data on minimum of concentration of negative ions and electrons
in plasma, necessary for operation of electric discharge excimer laser, stabilized by a e-
beam composes Nj = 1010 cm"3 and Ne = 108 cm"3, respectively. Those conclusions for
operation of electric discharge excimer laser with nuclear ionization in a steady-state
nuclear reactor are possible at flux density of thermal neutrons <E>T > 1012 cm"2.s"' [4].
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Electric ionization of infra-red CO- and CO2 - lasers and electric discharge with nuclear
ionization of ultra-violet excimer XeF - laser generations experiments has been received
while carrying out experiments in the Kazakhstan research nuclear reactor WWR-K
[5,6,7].

Furthermore, nuclear reactor, in which operation of lasers with non-self maintained
discharge is assumed, should have neutron irradiation and also produce electrical energy,
thermal ionic reactor - converter on fast neutrons with beryllium reflector of space nuclear
installation was chosen by us for consideration. The Physico-Energetical Institute
(Obninsk, Russian Federation) provided us a possibility to carry out researches on the
critical stand OC-1 [8], simulating energetic thermal ionic reactor-converter (TRC) of
space basing [1].

Beryllium reflector thickness of the critical stand was increased to create space for laser
channels disposal and increasing of reactivity stock to compensate negative reactivity
connected with laser channels disposal. It needed also to increase flux density of thermal
neutrons in the place of laser channels disposal.

Absolute and effective values of flux density of thermal neutrons, specific rates of
reactions 3He (n, p) 3H, normalized on power of critical assembly 1W and on supposed
thermal power of real reactor ~ 7 MW were measured and calculated by a Monte-Carlo
method. The received values of effective flux density of thermal neutrons for laser
channels located in the beryllium reflector with enlarged width composes <DT

 eff >l,0.1013

cm"2.s"'. These values are quite sufficient for effective operation of considered lasers.

Approximate evaluations of laser system parameters have been carried out. Analysis of
experimental results received by diagnostics of plasma, discharge, threshold and output
characteristics of CO2- and CO lasers, and also those of similar lasers with ionization by
electronic beam, has allowed to accept values of efficiency for CO2-laser for Tg = 300 K
?= (15 + 5) % and for CO- laser for Tg = 100 K, ?=(40 + 10) %. Power of laser radiation
of CO2- and CO- lasers were evaluated accounting for coefficient of efficiency and
received discharge power value. While evaluating power of CO and CO2- lasers it needs
to account for the main limitation due to extreme energy deposition on one gram of gas of
laser, which is determined by discharge stability. This value equals to ~300J.g'\

Summary power of laser radiation will be (160 ± 40) kW for 3 CO-lasers, located in
beryllium reflector of thermal ionic reactor-converter with increased thickness, having
transversal pumping with the same speed v = 200 m.s"1 and pressure of gas mixture to P =
0,2 atm at electric power of the installation (for the consumer) equal - 5 0 0 kW. It will be
(70 ± 25) kW for CO2 - lasers, respectively. For all indicated cases the radial durability of
optical materials of lasers is provided.

Approximate evaluations of laser system in the thermal ionic reactor -converter, based on
excimer lasers, are carried out. On the basis of results on neutron flux, parameters of
nuclear induced plasma and threshold characteristics of excimer laser, and also references
for excimer lasers with ionization by accelerated electrons, approximate dependence of
specific energy output of excimer laser on flux density thermal neutrons (ionization rate)
were received. Specific energy output of excimer lasers, located in beryllium reflector,
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equal to 0,5 J.l"1 agrees that approximate dependence for thermal neutrons flux density
equals to OT

eff = 2,0.1013 cm"2.s"'.

Basic limitations are imposed on frequency of repetition of impulses when lasers operate
in a mode of repeating impulses. Proceeding from conditions of complete change of gas in
working volume between sequential impulses at gas rate v = 200 m.s"1 and accepting, that
commutation of large current is provided, frequency of repetition of impulses for
longitudinal gas pumping f = 300 Hz, for transversal pumping f = 5 kHz is obtained.
Irradiation power 4,5 ±3,6 kW can be received for 3 excimer lasers, located in beryllium
reflector with increased thickness, for transversal pumping and impulse repeating
frequency - 5 kHz.

Thus a possibility of receiving of independent, compact nuclear-power installation
generating not only electrical energy, but also laser radiation concerning the large
capacities of an infra-red and ultra-violet range of lengths of waves in stationary and pulse
modes is shown.

Note we do not pay attention to many technical problems which will appear at installation
and operation of lasers in the thermal ionic reactor-converter.

Author expresses thanks to Mardenov M.P., Khasenov M.U., Kunakov S.K., Arinkin
F.M., Gizatulin Sh.X., A.G. Shestiorkin - employees of WWR-K research reactor and also
employees of the Critical Stand OC-1 (Phys-Tech. Institute, Russia) for their participation
and help in researches.
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